How to Donate to Protect Our Democracy

Protect Our Democracy is a c3 fund

Give By Check

Donors should make checks payable to WDN and write Protect Our Democracy on the memo line or indicate that designation for a DAF contribution.

Mail to: WDN, PO Box 2930, San Francisco, CA 94126.

Give Online

Here's a link to the online contribution page: Protect Our Democracy Fund

Give By Stock and Wire Transfer:

- For stocks and wire transfers please contact Angela Bottum at abottum@womendonors.org.
- WDN needs to know who is giving stock and other important details in advance to clearly know where the stock is coming from.
- The same is true for wire transfers, especially when the name on the sending bank account isn't the same as the donor's name (could be spouse, donor-advised fund name, foundation name, etc.).